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Once upon a time health was mostly an individual asset determined
by your genes, the place you lived, the work you did and your socio-economic status 

Today health is global
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THE DRIVERS......#2. SOCIAL DETERMINANTS



The COVID tsunami?



- Tsunami?
- Unpredictable?
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Why is this

Because we still do not have a global health

mechanism to coordinate, steer and adjust



CLIMATE CHANGE

INCREDIBLE MOBILITY

OVERCROWDING







The COVID-19 underlined the need for a series of common goals to be rapidly agreed, even if they need

to be couched in the contextual reality that countries so different in terms of health system capacity,

testing capacity, diagnostics, treatment, prevention through vaccination, etc.

COUNTRIES CANNOT OPERATE AND TACKLE GLOBAL 

THREATS IN ISOLATION

International institutions, governments and local authorities are the leading actors of this new

mindset.

Key points





















43.7%: world population

with at least one dose of a

COVID-19 vaccine.

6 billion doses have

been administered

globally (28.48 million are

now administered each

day.)

Only 2% of people in low-

income countries have

received at least one

dose.

https://ourworldindata.org/covid-vaccinations?country=~ITA#what-share-of-the-population-has-received-at-least-one-dose-of-the-covid-19-vaccine
https://ourworldindata.org/explorers/coronavirus-data-explorer?zoomToSelection=true&pickerSort=asc&pickerMetric=location&Interval=Cumulative&Relative+to+Population=false&Align+outbreaks=false&country=~OWID_WRL&Metric=Vaccine+doses
https://ourworldindata.org/explorers/coronavirus-data-explorer?zoomToSelection=true&pickerSort=asc&pickerMetric=location&Interval=7-day+rolling+average&Relative+to+Population=false&Align+outbreaks=false&country=~OWID_WRL&Metric=Vaccine+doses
https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/share-people-vaccinated-covid?country=High+income~Upper+middle+income~Lower+middle+income~Low+income


Mathieu, E., Ritchie, H., Ortiz-Ospina, E. et al. A global database of 

COVID-19 vaccinations. Nat Hum Behav 5, 947–953 (2021). 
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41562-021-01122-8



Source: WHO, 21 Sept 2021





We need a good governance

Kickbusch, 2011



The world is not learning



684.000 USA Covid deaths (underestimation)









IL VIAGGIO DELL’INFLUENZA°(e ritorno)



IL VIAGGIO DELL’INFLUENZA (andata)
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A plan for the future:

a single and unified chain of command and comunication is essential to ensure

effective public health responses at different levels (global, national, local). 

Conclusion



The global management of COVID-19 is leaving an important heritage for future

pandemic preparedness and for the ability of health systems to respond to other

global health priorities, like equity and access to healthcare for everyone (universal

health coverage).

No country is safe until we all are.

It is a common responsibility.

Key messages 



Future is not a destination 



not beautiful



it is something like a bridge that we have 
to imagine, plan and build




